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History of AllMeds
For over 20 years, AllMeds has provided essential solutions and services that have improved the quality and
economics of specialty practices across the U.S. Today, AllMeds’ suite of cutting-edge tools includes:

A flexible Revenue Cycle

Specialty medicine’s

Management (RCM) service

most comprehensive and
effective Electronic Health

that optimizes billing

Record (EHR) that reduces

and collection functions

documentation chores and

to dramatically improve
bottom-line.

improves coding accuracy.

Uniquely effective Support

A revolutionary Practice

Services that help practices

Manager (PM) with intelligent

successfully navigate

workflow tools that greatly

complex federal programs

improve business efficiencies

that impact compliance and

throughout the office.

reimbursements.

Combined, they supply specialty practices with the digital resources
needed to provide higher-quality care at a lower operational cost.
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EHR
AllMeds EHR is used by specialty practices throughout the U.S. to:
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Reduce physician
documentation chores.

Radically enhance
officewide workflows and
efficiencies.

Improve coding accuracies
and reimbursements.

The heart of AllMeds EHR – and the key to much faster

to quickly complete documentation and instantly delegate

documentation – is its specialty clinical library, which is

critical tasks throughout the office. SureCode™ harnesses

continuously developed by AllMeds’ medical consultants,

the EHR’s deep clinical content to prepare complex codes

informatics specialists and thousands of practicing

for a more accurate and efficient billing process.

physicians, who use the EHR every day in their own offices.
Finally, practices leverage MIPS|assist™ and other unique
Physicians harness a suite of powerful tools, including

service programs to simplify participation in complex

AllMeds’ exclusive ExpressDocs™ and ExpressPhrases™,

federal programs and better ensure positive outcomes and
reimbursement rates.
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PM
AllMeds Practice Manager (PM) provides the advanced workflow solutions and business
intelligence tools required by practices to achieve their operational goals and maintain
financial independence in today’s increasingly competitive environment.

Because practices are increasingly reliant on payments
made directly by patients, AllMeds PM provides effective

Bill

tools, such as the Patient Payment Estimator, Online Bill
Payment, and Electronic Statements to efficiently collect
payments upfront, online and on-time.
Practices leverage AllMeds PM to mitigate rising overhead
costs with cloud technology that minimizes costly
equipment expenditures and SmartQ™ automated
workflows that proactively route tasks to appropriate and
available resources.
Interactive dashboards and an extensive (and customizable)
reports library provide convenient access to the critical
data you need to analyze and improve the most important
parts of your practice.
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RCM
Today’s increasingly complex billing
environment frequently leads to
decreased cash collections, greater
denial rates and increased A/R, while
also making it more difficult and
costly for practices to maintain their
own qualified billing resources.
AllMeds Revenue Cycle
Management (RCM) provides highly
qualified billing and collections
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services that deliver significant
cost savings, more efficient
reimbursement performance, and
dramatically improved bottom
lines. Benefits of AllMeds’ specialtyfocused RCM team include greatly
improved net collection rates,
reduced overall A/R, streamlined
denial management, and enhanced
customer services and satisfaction.
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Available in temporary,
supplemental, or turnkey
models, AllMeds RCM
provides a host of critical
services, including patient
eligibility and payment
estimators, specialty
coding edits and feedback,
claims submissions,
denial management and
payment posting, and direct
customer services such
as statement processing,
payment follow-up, and full
collections services.

Revitalize Your Specialty Practice
In today’s increasingly difficult health care
environment, independent specialty practices
must be able to rely on partners that
instinctively understand the unique needs they
face every day.
For over two decades, practices throughout the
U.S. have relied on AllMeds’ specialty-focused
solutions and services to succeed and thrive in
the midst of constant change and challenge.

Contact us today and find out
how AllMeds can make a world of
difference to your practice.

allmeds.com | info@allmeds.com | 865.482.1999
AllMeds’ Specialty Practice Services provide exactly what your practice needs. Finally.

